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GREEN SCIENCE: HOUSE-FRIENDLY.
Termite-deadly.
The Sentricon® System is deadly to the Termite Queen and
her colony. Not to your home, your water, your land or your
family. It targets termites with a bait they prefer over
wood. So there’s no need to pour hundreds of gallons of
chemicals into your soil. Sentricon forms a protective ring
around your home using smart, proven green technology.
Reign supreme. Kill the Termite Queen. Kill the termite
colony. Protect your home. Protect your world.

GO GREEN.

KILLTHE QUEEN.
Compromise with the Termite Queen and her colony?
No way. Nothing short of complete destruction of the
colony will do. And with the Sentricon System, you can
do it without compromising the environment. The
Sentricon System is the first and only termite product to
be awarded the Presidential Green Chemistry Challenge
Award by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Each Sentricon station uses only a small amount of the
active ingredient, and the bait can be removed at any
time. The system works by exploiting natural termite
behavior. They forage. They find the bait. They eat the
bait. They share the bait. They die.
So there’s no disruptive trench around your property.
No chemicals injected into your soil. Just a ring of
Sentricon stations, protecting your home and our
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GREEN CHEMISTRY. SMART SCIENCE.
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